Hybrid simulation of cellular behavior.
To be valuable to biological or biomedical research, in silico methods must be scaled to complex pathways and large numbers of interacting molecular species. The correct method for performing such simulations, discrete event simulation by Monte Carlo generation, is computationally costly for large complex systems. Approximation of molecular behavior by continuous models fails to capture stochastic behavior that is essential to many biological phenomena. We present a novel approach to building hybrid simulations in which some processes are simulated discretely, while other processes are handled in a continuous simulation by differential equations. This approach preserves the stochastic behavior of cellular pathways, yet enables scaling to large populations of molecules. We present an algorithm for synchronizing data in a hybrid simulation and discuss the trade-offs in such simulation. We have implemented the hybrid simulation algorithm and have validated it by simulating the statistical behavior of the well-known lambda phage switch. Hybrid simulation provides a new method for exploring the sources and nature of stochastic behavior in cells.